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We consider the Raman process developing in a disordered medium of alkali-metal atoms when the
scattered modes are trapped on a closed transition. Our theoretical analysis, based on numerical
simulations of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the light correlation function, which includes all
Zeeman states and light polarization, lets us track the stimulated amplification as well as the losses
associated with the inverse anti-Stokes scattering channel. We discuss possible conditions when this
process could approach the instability point and enter the regime of random lasing.
PACS numbers: 34.50.Rk, 34.80.Qb, 42.50.Ct, 03.67.Mn
I. INTRODUCTION
Light transport in an ultracold and optically thick atomic
gas has been intensively explored in experiment and the-
ory over the past decade. This has stimulated a vast
amount of innovative research in a wide range of areas
including quantum optics, precision measurements and
quantum information science [1–3]. The Raman-type in-
teraction in Λ-configured atomic systems forms the ba-
sis of many schemes of quantum interface between light
and atoms. Remarkable progress in developing one di-
mensional protocols of Raman-based quantum memories
[4–7], entanglement creation and deterministic quantum
interface [8] motivates further extensions towards more
general three dimensional configurations. The problem
of light-matter quantum interface between spatial modes
of light and matter is intensively discussed in the context
of multimode quantum memory scalability and quantum
imaging [9–11]. As has been recently pointed out in [12]
the light propagation through an atomic sample under
multiple elastic scattering process could be coherently
controlled with an external mode and implemented as a
mechanism of atomic memories, which potentially would
be more effective than the standard protocols assuming
a one-dimensional propagation channel.
In the present report we consider one specific ex-
perimental configuration where the combination of mi-
crowave and optical fields would initiate the Raman pro-
cess in a disordered and optically thick atomic gas. If this
process evolves in the hyperfine manifold of the D2 line of
an alkali-metal atom then the Raman-scattered mode can
match the frequency of a closed dipole-transition, such
that the scattered light becomes trapped and shielded
from its direct propagation, a phenomenon called “radia-
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tion trapping” [13], already studied in cold atoms [14, 15].
In such a scenario we can follow the conversion of the
hyperfine repopulation into the trapped light mode and
investigate the quantum interface between the spin and
optical modes. The primary goal is to follow how the
light trapping modifies the Raman process. As we show,
in some conditions, the system can demonstrate the stim-
ulated Raman amplification of the emitted light, but the
amplification process competes with the losses via inverse
anti-Stokes scattering channel. Our calculation tracks
the balance in light redistribution between both chan-
nels.
Besides quantum-optics applications, the model pre-
sented in this paper, which notably includes the atomic
Zeeman structure and light polarization, may also be
useful to describe experiments on random lasing in cold
atoms. A random laser is a laser without cavity, in which
the feedback effect is provided by multiple scattering (i.e.,
radiation trapping) in the gain medium itself [16–18]. Ra-
man gain has been used to sustain lasing based on cold
atoms as the gain medium in several experiments [19–23]
and the combination of Raman gain and multiple scat-
tering, leading to the random laser regime, has recently
been demonstrated in [24], using a scheme not very differ-
ent from the scheme that we consider here. Both schemes
share the property that Raman gain occurs at a frequency
that is in resonance with another atomic line which pro-
vides multiple scattering. However, in [24], Raman gain
is based on a population inversion obtained by a strong
incoherent optical pumping, whereas here we consider a
weak coherent microwave pumping, which does not pro-
vide a population inversion, and Raman gain is not strong
enough to compensate losses due to inelastic scattering.
We shortly discuss, at the end of the paper (Sec. III C),
some possibilities to overcome this limitation.
2FIG. 1: (Color online) Energy levels and the excitation dia-
gram for the Raman process initiated in an ensemble of 85Rb
atoms via F0 = 2 → F = 2, 3 → F0 = 3 transitions. The
Raman emission is a result of the simultameous action of mi-
crowave Ω and optical ωc excitations, both are linearly po-
larized along the quantization direction. The emitted light is
trapped on the closed F0 = 3→ F = 4 transition in the opti-
cally thick atomic ensemble. While propagating through the
atomic sample this light stimulates additional Raman emis-
sion and may increase the output fluorescence emerging the
sample.
II. THEORY
A. Physical scheme and basic assumptions
The energy diagram and the excitation scheme con-
sidered in this paper are based on 85Rb, as specified in
Figs. 1 and 2. The rubidium atoms initially populate the
upper hyperfine sublevel F0 = 3 of their ground state.
Then a part of the atoms is repopulated to the lower hy-
perfine sublevel F0 = 2 with the aid of a microwave field
applied between these sublevels. In addition a strong
coherent field (control mode) tuned to the forbidden
F0 = 2→ F = 4 transition can generate the off resonant
Raman process via F = 3, 2 upper states with transport-
ing atoms back to sublevel F0 = 3. As in [24], the crucial
feature of such an excitation scheme is that the emit-
ted light will be immediately trapped by slow diffusion
(multiple scattering) on the closed F0 = 3→ F = 4 tran-
sition if the atomic sample is optically thick [15]. Then
this portion of light, diffusely trapped in the disordered
atomic ensemble, can further stimulate additional Raman
emission. However such Raman amplification is strongly
reduced since a significant part of the trapped light will
be lost via the inverse anti-Stokes scattering channel as a
result of its interaction with the Autler-Townes resonance
structure created by the control mode. The light dynam-
ics will track the balance between the Raman-gain mech-
anism and the losses accompanying its diffusion trans-
port.
Let us specify the basic assumptions, which we will
follow in our consideration. The dipole-type interaction
Vˆ (t) of atoms with the optical mode initiating Raman
FIG. 2: (Color online) Excitation geometry: the linearly po-
larized control mode (shown as a pink arrow-tube) and mi-
crowave field (not shown) initiate the Raman emission for
the process shown in figure 1. The observation channels are
parameterized by the polar angle θ = 00, 450, 900 from the
control mode polarization direction.
process will be taken in a linear polarization along the
Z-axis of the laboratory frame. The interaction Uˆ(t) of
the magnetic dipole moment with the microwave field
will be considered as linearly polarized along the same
direction. If in their order of magnitude the matrix ele-
ments of interactions with optical and microwave modes
are roughly estimated as V¯ and U¯ respectively, then in
our discussion we will mostly constrain them by the fol-
lowing inequality: γ ≫ V¯ 2γ/∆2hpf ≫ U¯ , where ∆hpf is
the hyperfine splitting in the upper state and γ its nat-
ural linewidth. This inequality justifies that the rate of
spontaneous decay is greater than the rate of sponta-
neous Raman scattering, but the latter is greater than
interaction with the microwave field. In other words the
interaction with the microwave field is the weakest pro-
cess in the system and only a small number of atoms can
be repopulated into sublevel F0 = 2 from the sublevel
F0 = 3. It thus prevents from reaching a high Raman
gain based on population inversion as in [24].
With these assumptions the expansion of the emitted
light in multiple scattering medium results in that any
point-like atomic scatterer transforms the locally propa-
gating plane mode into a spherical wave. The energy, po-
larization and coherent properties of the radiation, orig-
inally emitted in the Raman process, can be entirely re-
produced via transformation of its correlation function
inside the medium when light propagates and emerges
the sample,
D
(E)
µµ′ (r, t; r
′, t′) =
〈
Eˆ
(−)
µ′ (r
′, t′)Eˆ(+)µ (r, t)
〉
, (2.1)
where Eˆ
(±)
µ (r, t) are the positive/negative frequency com-
ponents of the Heisenberg operators of the electric field
3associated with this light.
If the light is locally a stationary plane wave freely
propagating in direction n, then the corresponding spec-
tral energy distribution can be expressed by Fourier
transforming the above correlation function over τ =
t− t′,
I(n, r, ω) =
c
2pi
∑
µ=x,y
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ eiωτ
×D(E)µµ (r, t¯+ τ/2; r, t¯− τ/2), (2.2)
where t¯ is considered here as a time argument depen-
dence, which vanishes in steady-state conditions. For
time-dependent process it is more natural to introduce
the Poynting vector associated with the light energy
transported in direction n. This can be done via tracing
the correlation function over its polarization components
µ = x, y in the plane orthogonal to n and considering it
in coincident spatial points and time moments,
I(n, r, t) =
c
2pi
∑
µ=x,y
D(E)µµ (r, t; r, t). (2.3)
These two alternative representations can be compro-
mised to the Wigner-type representation, which considers
the instantaneous part of the field energy flux for a cer-
tain part of its spectrum as distributed near the point
r and propagating in direction n. The Wigner function
would be given by the same Fourier expansion as (2.2)
but implies the non-vanishing dependence on t¯.
For dilute atomic system when n0λ
3 ≪ 1, where n0
is the density of atoms and λ = λ/2pi is the inverse
wavevector of the radiation, the near field effects in the
interatomic interaction can be safely ignored. Then, as
in the vacuum case, the transverse electric field is given
by the time derivative of the vector potential and in our
consideration we accept the following approximation
Eˆ
(0,+)(r, t) = −1
c
∂
∂t
Aˆ
(0,+)(r, t)→ + iω¯
c
Aˆ
(0,+)(r, t),
Eˆ
(0,−)(r, t) = −1
c
∂
∂t
Aˆ
(0,−)(r, t)→ − iω¯
c
Aˆ
(0,−)(r, t),
(2.4)
which we introduce for the field operators in the interac-
tion representation and associate ω¯ with a typical carrier
frequency identical for all the optical modes. With this
simplification we can link the correlation function with
the standard Green’s function of the quantum electrody-
namics approach [25].
B. Diagram analysis and calculation scheme
Referring to the diagram of figure 1, the probe photons,
emitted by the Raman process near the F0 = 3→ F = 4
“closed” transition, is expected to further propagate
through the sample in a diffusion regime. In dilute con-
figuration the smoothed dynamics of the Heisenberg op-
erators of the quantized field can be approached by a
sequence of independent local transformations on each
scatterer forming a bulk medium [9, 28]. After meso-
scopic averaging of the perturbation theory expansion for
the light correlation function it can be rearranged in a se-
ries of partial contributions interpreted as multiple scat-
tering paths of certain orders. Then the light transport
can be visualized as a combination of such zigzag-type
propagation paths, where each segment of the plane dy-
namics obeys the macroscopic Maxwell description and
the propagation is depleted by incoherent scattering cre-
ating the secondary, tertiary and higher order scattering
waves.
Neglecting the interference among any contributing
scattering paths, the entire process can be approximated
by a ladder structured Bethe-Salpeter-type expansion for
the complete correlation function, which has the follow-
ing graph description〈
Aˆ
(−)
µ′ (r
′, t′)Aˆ(+)µ (r, t)
〉
=
〈
T˜
(
S†Aˆ
(0,−)
µ′ (r
′, t′)
)
T
(
SAˆ(0,+)µ (r, t)
)〉
⇒
(2.5)
Here in the second line we introduced the evolution-
ary operator S = S(∞,−∞) expressed by the stan-
dard electric-type and magnetic-type dipole interactions
between atomic and field subsystems. In the rotating
wave approximation this operator generates the set of
diagrams, which, neglecting all the interference terms,
can be regrouped in the above ladder-type closed dia-
gram equation. In the diagrams each vertex has either
positive or negative sign, depending on the interaction
terms from either expansion of S† (pointed by “+”) or
S (pointed by “-”). The diagram technique, we follow in
this paper, was originally proposed for non-equilibrium
systems in [26] and its general formalism is consistently
introduced in textbooks [25], for its application to light
interaction with atomic systems see also [27]. The Bethe-
Salpeter equation, considered in analytical form, is quite
cumbersome but its blocking elements have clear physics
and are interpreted below.
The outward doubly wavy lines in this equation re-
spectively introduce the exact retarded-type (R) and
advanced-type (A) photon propagators in the nonlinear
4optical medium. The retarded-type propagator (more
rigorously its positive frequency component) is given by
iD(R)µ1µ2;+(r1, t1; r2, t2) =〈[
Aˆ(+)µ1 (r1, t1), Aˆ
(−)
µ2 (r2, t2)
]〉
θ(t1 − t2) (2.6)
and the advanced propagator can be defined as D(A)12;+ =
D(R)∗21;+ . These propagators reproduce the mesoscopically
averaged plane wave dynamics of any fragment of the
probe light controlled by external driving optical and mi-
crowave modes.
As shown in appendix A the photon propagator can
be found in the closed form and expressed via the local
dielectric susceptibility of the medium. The suscepti-
bility tensor depends on external fields and parameters
such as the transition dipole moments (dµ)nm (where
µ = x, y, z), the local density of atoms n0(r) at point
r, and on the steady state density matrix components
ρ¯mm′ and ρ¯nn′ of the lower and upper atomic states re-
spectively. The atomic repopulation driven by the con-
trol and microwave modes provides the stimulated Ra-
man amplification along plane wave propagation between
scattering events.
The critical element contributing to the kernel block
of the integral equation (2.5) is the scattering tensor or
amplitude, which has the following graph definition
∼ α(m′m)µ′µ (ω)|m′〉〈m| (2.7)
and is given in its analytical form by
α
(m′m)
µ′µ (ω)|m′〉〈m| = −
1
h¯
∑
n,n′
(dµ′ )m′n′ (dµ)nm |m′〉〈m|
×G(R)n′n(h¯ω + Em + i0) (2.8)
This tensor determines the amplitude of incoherent scat-
tering of the probe photon of frequency ω in arbitrary
direction via either elastic or inelastic channels associ-
ated with atomic transition |m〉 → |m′〉, and Em is the
energy of the atomic input state. The presence of the
retarded type atomic propagator G(R)n′n(E) indicates that
the internal spectrum of atomic scatterer is strongly mod-
ified by the presence of the external driving optical and
microwave modes, see appendix A.
The product of the scattering tensor with its Hermi-
tian conjugated counterpart forms the diagram kernel
block expressing the transformation of the light correla-
tion function in a single scattering event. However only
for the photons scattered elastically, when both the |m〉
and |m′〉 states belong to the same hyperfine sublevel
F = 3, the transformation can be further converted into
the ladder-type diagram sequence and build the closed
graph equation. Once a probe photon is scattered inelas-
tically via inverse anti-Stokes channel to the mode with
frequency near the forbidden transition F0 = 2→ F = 4
it does not undergo multiple scattering and escapes the
medium. Thus the last term in graph equation (2.5) is re-
sponsible for successive multiple re-scattering of the orig-
inal light in the nonlinear and optically dense medium.
Because of the pumping process both the input and
output states in the elastic channel are actually unstable
and the above concept gives us only the first approxima-
tion in the calculation of the kernel block in the integral
equation (2.5). Correction could be done via relevant
“dressing” of the inward and outward atomic lines in the
diagram (2.7) by the interaction with the microwave and
control modes, which reproduces the population dynam-
ics on the long term scale. In the graph form of the Bethe-
Salpeter equation this dressing is indicated by doubling
of the atomic lines linking the upper (retarded type) and
lower (advanced type) branches of the diagram equation.
But with the considered assumptions, where depletion
of the F = 3 is weak and population dynamics is slow,
such a correction would be mostly negligible and will be
further ignored.
The source terms in equation (2.5) consist of two con-
tributions. The first term, which has factorized form,
performs the coherent generation of the Raman mode
in the three-wave mixing process: ω = ωc − Ω. Since
the input and output optical modes are associated with
electric-type dipole transitions (polar vectors) but the
microwave mode with magnetic-type dipole transition
(axial vector), and all three waves have the same polariza-
tion, this process is forbidden if the atoms symmetrically
populate the Zeeman states of different signs. Such ex-
citation channel would be allowed if the atomic medium
had a spin angular momentum polarization in its ground
state. The second term corresponds to the process of
spontaneous Raman scattering on the atoms populating
the sublevel F0 = 2 as shown in figure 1 and provides the
actual contributing fluorescence source.
Our calculation scheme consists of the following steps.
First we calculate the basic diagram blocks contribut-
ing the above graph equation for the correlation function
such as the photon propagators, the dielectric suscepti-
bility of the medium, the scattering tensor, etc. Then we
make Monte-Carlo numerical simulations of the equation
for a sample of given optical depth and atomic distribu-
tion. The details of these simulations are further clarified
in section III B and appendix B. The steady state com-
ponents of the atomic density matrix driven by external
fields can be found either analytically or in general case
numerically and are assumed to be given by single atom
physics, dressed by the external control field and mi-
crowave radiation, mostly neglecting any backaction from
the emitted and trapped light. But we assume in our con-
sideration that the trapped radiation would equalize the
population distribution over the Zeeman sublevels of the
hyperfine state F0 = 3 via elastic rescattering process.
5III. RESULTS
A. The susceptibility spectra, extinction and
scattering lengths
In the macroscopic Maxwell theory the electromagnetic
properties of the medium are described by its dielec-
tric susceptibility responding on a forwardly propagating
probe plane wave. The “dressing” processes associated
with the external driving optical and microwave fields
modify significantly the original structure of the suscep-
tibility and make the medium anisotropic. The closed
expression for the tensor of the dielectric susceptibility
is derived in appendix A and given by Eq. (A8). If the
driving fields are both linearly polarized then the tensor
has the following diagonal form in its main frame repre-
sentation,
χˆ =

 χ⊥ 0 00 χ⊥ 0
0 0 χ‖

 , (3.1)
where the χ‖ = χ‖(r, ω) component determines the re-
sponse of the atomic polarization on its excitation by
the probe mode linearly polarized in the direction of the
Z-axis (along the external fields polarization) and the
transverse component χ⊥ = χ⊥(r, ω) gives the response
of the probe for any polarization in the orthogonal X,Y -
plane.
The typical spectral behaviors of both the major com-
ponents of the sample susceptibility are shown in Figs .3
and 4. The plotted graphs demonstrate how the original
Lorentzian-shaped absorption and dispersion profiles of
the D2 line of
85Rb are modified by the driving optical
and microwave modes. In the case of the χ⊥ compo-
nent the switching-on of only the optical mode creates
an additional resonance feature, which overlaps with the
F0 = 3→ F = 4 absorption line. In the presented calcu-
lations the Rabi frequency of the control light was chosen
as 2V¯ ≃ 25γ, where we estimated the transition dipole
moment by its reduced matrix element for the D2-line.
For such a strong field the ground state F0 = 2 has a
light shift and to match resonances the frequency of the
control mode has to be slightly red detuned from ω42.
Other absorption lines for F0 = 3→ F = 3, 2 transitions
are also highly affected by such a strong optical mode.
The field induces different light shifts for different Zee-
man sublevels and splits the lines in several resonances.
We observe here the Autler-Townes resonance structure
for the whole upper hyperfine manifold of 85Rb.
After switching on the microwave mode the atoms
partly repopulate the second hyperfine sublevel of their
ground state and the susceptibility spectrum becomes
modified by the external fields “dressing” interactions as
well as by repopulation dynamics. In our calculations the
microwave field was tuned on the F0 = 2 → F0 = 3 hy-
perfine transition taking into account the light shift. The
Rabi frequency for microwave mode was selected by the
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Spectral dependence of the imaginary
part (upper panel) and real part (lower panel) of the χ⊥(ω)
component of the susceptibility tensor in units of the dimen-
sionless local density of atoms n0λ
3. The gray dashed curve
reproduces the original undisturbed multiplet of the D2 line of
85Rb probed from the F0 = 3 ground state hyperfine sublevel
[Fig. 1]. The red dashed curve indicates how this multiplet
is modified by the interaction with the optical control mode
and the blue solid line shows the spectral profile affected by
both the optical and microwave modes. The Rabi frequency
for the optical transition has a value of 2V¯ = 25γ, for the
microwave mode it was selected for the “clock” transition
F0 = 2,M0 = 0→ F0 = 3,M0 = 0 and chosen as 2U¯ = 0.05γ.
The details of spectral behavior near the F0 = 3 → F = 4
resonance are magnified in insets, where the black dashed
curve shows how the isotropic part (gray dashed) is reduced
by depopulation of the F0 = 3 state.
matrix element for the “clock” transition F0 = 2,M0 =
0 → F0 = 3,M0 = 0 and chosen as 2U¯ ≃ 0.05γ. As we
can see in Fig. 3 the microwave field induces a narrow
dip in the imaginary part of χ⊥ near the precise Raman
two-photon resonance ω = ωc − Ω. As was commented
at the end of the previous section, the direct coherent
Raman conversion of the optical and microwave modes
is forbidden because of the selection rules for the elec-
tric and magnetic type dipole transitions. The observed
transparency window in the spectrum of the susceptibil-
ity tensor is another indicator of this effect. Neverthe-
less such a microwave field induced transparency is partly
masked in the considered situation since the presence of
incoherent scattering mechanisms induces a dissipative
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Same as in Fig. 3 but for the χ‖(ω)
component of the susceptibility tensor. This component is
insensitive to the external fields near the F0 = 3 → F = 4
resonance, where it only tracks the depopulation of the F0 = 3
state. Other resonances, associated with F0 = 3 → F =
3, 2 transitions, are split by the control mode, which partly
resolves their Zeeman structure.
behavior in the atomic ground state dynamics, which re-
duces the coherence and consequently the depth of the
observed resonance dip.
In the case of the χ‖(ω) component, shown in figure 4,
the presence of the driving fields is mainly manifestable
as a spectral distortion near the F0 = 3→ F = 3, 2 tran-
sitions and should be associated with the light-induced
Zeeman splitting of the upper states. The small sup-
pression of the isotropic part of the susceptibility near
F0 = 3 → F = 4 resonant point can be associated with
depopulation of level F0 = 3 initiated by the microwave
field.
There are two important kinetic parameters respon-
sible for the light transport. The imaginary part of the
sample susceptibility determines the extinction length for
the plane wave entering the sample at the e−1 level of
losses. The inverse extinction length is given by
l−1ex (ω) = n0σex(ω) = 4pik Imχ(ω) (3.2)
where n0 is a typical local atomic density and for the sake
of simplicity we omitted in this estimate its spatial de-
pendence. In an anisotropic sample this quantity can be
defined only for a plane wave propagating along specific
direction associated with the main reference frame, such
that χ(ω) in Eq. (3.2) can be any of major components
of the susceptibility tensor. Otherwise the definition has
to depend on the propagation direction and track the
polarization properties of light. It is important to point
out that in the case of amplification the extinction length
accumulates not only losses but also the gain associated
with the stimulated Raman scattering. This parameter
can be even negative in the case of population inversion
and then indicates the distance of e+1 amplification.
Another kinetic parameter responsible for the scatter-
ing process, and in particular for light trapping, is the
scattering length, which is given by
l−1sc (ω) = n0σsc(ω),
σsc(ω) =
ωω′3
c4
1
2F0 + 1
∑
m′,m,e′
∫ ∣∣∣α(m′m)µ′µ (ω)e′µ′eµ∣∣∣2 dΩ,
(3.3)
where we introduced the scattering cross section σsc(ω).
Here ω, e and ω′, e′ are the frequencies and polarization
vectors of the input and output photons respectively and
the integral is over the full scattering angle. Similarly to
the extinction length, this quantity critically depends on
the polarization direction of the incident photon.
Light diffusion mostly depends on elastic contribution
when ω = ω′ and both m and m′ belong the same F0 =
3 level. With keeping only elastic contribution we can
define the characteristic length associated to losses,
l−1ls (ω) ≡ −l−1g (ω) = l−1ex (ω)− l−1sc (ω), (3.4)
which evaluates the averaged distance that a photon trav-
els before being lost by an inelastic scattering event. The
first equality indicates that in an amplifying medium it
is possible to get this quantity negative and then rede-
fine it as the gain length lg(ω). In such a gain medium
the radiation trapping and amplification mechanisms can
overcome the instability point, entering the regime of ran-
dom Raman laser generation. In the original Letokhov’s
model of the random lasing phenomenon [16, 17], the in-
stability point obeys the criterion L2 >∼ O(1)lsclg, where
L is the sample size. With atoms, both characteristic
lengths can be computed from the atomic response [Eqs.
(3.2-3.4)] (see also [29] for more simple approaches with
other atomic schemes).
The typical spectral behavior of the above parameters
is shown in Fig. 5 for the same external field amplitudes
and mutual polarizations as in Figs. 3-4. The plotted de-
pendencies reveal the role of the inverse anti-Stokes spon-
taneous scattering as the main channel of losses. The out-
come from this scattering channel rises up significantly
due to the Autler-Townes resonance structure created by
the external driving fields. Nevertheless the system can
be adjusted for observation of the stimulated Raman am-
plification. The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows that atomic
repopulation, initiated by the microwave mode, induces
spontaneous Raman emission, which can be additionally
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Upper panel: extinction length (upper
curves) vs. scattering length (lower curves) in the presence of
the control optical mode only (red dashed) and in the pres-
ence of both the optical and microwave fields (blue solid). The
parameters are the same as in Fig. 3. Lower panel: related
lengths of losses, see definition (3.4). The filled area (below
the line corresponding to the absence of pump/microwave ex-
citation) indicates the region where the trapped light can be
amplified by the stimulated Raman process due to microwave
induced repopulation of atoms on level F0 = 2.
stimulated by any light probe propagating through the
sample via diffusion. The spectral domain where such
Raman amplification partly reduces the losses is indi-
cated by the red-filled area in the plot. In the next section
we demonstrate this effect by Monte-Carlo simulations.
By concluding this section let us make one important
remark concerning the calculations performed near the
microwave induced transparency resonance. The small
peak at the center of this resonance appearing in the
lower panel of Fig. 5 is actually an irrelevant consequence
of the performed calculation scheme. In the vicinity of
the transparency resonance the instability of the state
F0 = 3, perturbed by the microwave field, manifests it-
self in that the elastically propagating mode slightly fluc-
tuates near its carrier frequency. This circumstance was
commented in section II B. The related spectral distri-
bution, associated with the microwave perturbation, is
quite narrow and mostly ignorable, but it is not negli-
gible near the microwave transparency dip. The reason
of that is that the interaction process has a long time
at the point of microwave induced transparency and the
instability of level F0 = 3 becomes visible effect.
B. Light transport and Raman amplification
In our numerical simulations we consider an atomic
cloud with a Gaussian density distribution
n(r) = n0 exp
(
− r
2
2r20
)
, (3.5)
where n0 is the peak density and r0 is the Gaussian radius
of the sample. To visualize how light diffusion is modified
by the coherent control let us consider a point-like light
source located inside the atomic sample and generating
an isotropically distributed probe light at frequency ω
near ω43, where losses are reduced by stimulated emission
[Fig. 5]. Without driving fields the light would diffusely
escape the sample from its boundaries. Then by turning
on the optical and microwave modes we can follow the
modification of the diffusion process and amplification of
the output intensity.
In Fig. 6 we show an example of our Monte-Carlo
simulations done for an isotropic light source located
in the middle of the atomic cloud with optical depth
b0 =
√
2pin0σ0r0 ∼ 10, where σ0 is the resonance cross
section for the closed F0 = 3 → F = 4 transition. The
source frequency is selected in the amplification region
shown in Fig. 5 and the graphs reproduce typical be-
havior similar for all the frequencies of this region. The
graphs demonstrate how the output intensity generated
in the full solid angle by the light source is distributed
over the different orders of light scattering i. e. over par-
tial contributions of the Bethe-Salpeter expansion, such
that the total outcome is given by the sum over all the
partial contributions.
The upper panel in figure 6 demonstrates how the op-
tical control mode affects the process. The gray dashed
curve in both panels indicates the reference distribu-
tion of the outgoing light associated with elastic scat-
tering on the closed F0 = 3 → F = 4 transition such
that the sum over all orders is conventionally normal-
ized to the unit input intensity. The contribution associ-
ated with zero order means the light escaping the sample
via elastic channel without any scattering. Without any
driving fields the anti-Stokes Raman scattering via the
F0 = 3 → F = 3, 2 → F0 = 2 transitions makes a negli-
gible contribution into any random path associated with
the light trapping process. But turning on the optical
mode enhanced this anti-Stokes channel, which includes
two contributions: a dynamical Λ-type interaction be-
tween the control and probe modes and a spontaneous
part. The dynamical interaction is a reversible process,
which eventually modifies the diffusion transport of the
elastically scattered light, as shown by the red solid curve
in the plot, but does not create any loss. On the con-
trary, the spontaneous inelastic anti-Stokes scattering,
tracked by the red dashed curve, can be interpreted as a
mechanism of losses redistributing the fractions of light
from its original elastic trapping path. It is important
to recognize that the inelastic scattering happens only
one time as the last event removing the photon from
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Intensity distribution over the scatter-
ing orders for a point-like isotropic light source located at the
center of the atomic sample. The dashed gray curve in both
panels indicates the reference (without driving fields) distri-
bution for light trapping associated with elastic scattering on
the closed F0 = 3→ F = 4 transition. The upper panel shows
how this distribution is modified by the action of the control
optical mode: the red solid and the red dashed curves re-
spectively indicate the distribution for elastic and anti-Stokes
inelastic scattering channels; the black solid curve gives the
total outcome. The lower panel shows the similar distribu-
tions (blue solid for elastic, and blue dashed for inelastic)
when both the optical and microwave modes are turned on.
The output intensity for the overall outgoing light via both
elastic and inelastic channels overcomes the input intensity.
The inset shows the total amplification given by the sum over
all the scattering orders as a function of the amplitude of the
microwave mode.
the sample, whereas multiple scattering happens on the
F0 = 3 → F = 4 line many times. So many elastic
events preceding the last inelastic one are accumulated
in the definition of the scattering order for the anti-Stokes
graphs. The sum of both elastic and inelastic scattering
channels, indicated by black solid curve, obeys the con-
servation law such that the total intensity is unchanged
and equal to the input intensity.
Turning on the microwave field activates the Raman
amplification process shown in Fig. 1. The lower panel of
Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates the stimulated amplification
of the outgoing light. The light emerging the sample via
the elastic channel, indicated by the blue solid curve, is
stronger than in the presence of the optical mode only
(red solid line in the upper panel). The losses associated
with inverse anti-Stokes scattering channel, shown by the
blue dash line, are also slightly reduced. The output
intensity for the overall outgoing light via both elastic
and inelastic channels is about five percents larger than
the input intensity. In addition in inset we reproduce
the dependence of the total amplification given by the
sum over all the scattering orders as a function of the
amplitude of the microwave mode.
Let us now consider the light dynamics initiated by the
basic excitation process shown in Fig. 1 via calculation of
the correlation function (2.1) and its spectral component
(2.2) for the scattered light. In Figs. 7-9 we show the
spectral variation for the intensity of the light originally
emitted by the Raman process and further scattered by
the atomic ensemble under the trapping conditions. The
frequency of the incident light (control mode) is scanned
near the forbidden F0 = 2 → F = 4 transition and the
optical thickness of the atomic sample is varied from low
to high values b0 = 1, 5, 10, 15, 20. The seeding contribu-
tion is generated by the second diagram in the right side
of equation (2.5) and is associated with spontaneous Ra-
man emission. This process is distributed inside the sam-
ple and generates non-monochromatic light with narrow
but finite spectral profile as explained in the previous sec-
tion. This source term has its graph image similar to the
amplification term in the self-energy part of the retarded-
type photon propagator calculated in appendix A. As a
consequence its analytical structure is more or less identi-
cal to the gain contribution in the extinction length (3.2)
and the spontaneous Raman emission is distributed in
the same spectral domain as shown by filled area in fig-
ure 5. Further details concerning the source term and
the iterative solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation are
discussed in appendix B. In our Monte-Carlo simulations
we follow the scattering response at the particular fre-
quency inside the amplification area of figure 5 and for
the same driving field parameters. The three plots of fig-
ures 7-9 respectively relate to three different observation
angles θ = 00, 450, 900 defined from the control mode
polarization direction [Fig. 2]. The microwave mode fol-
lows the light shift of the level F0 = 2 and is always
tuned between the lower hyperfine sublevels so that it
provides equal conditions for atomic repopulation for all
the control mode detunings.
As follows from the plotted graphs even in the spec-
tral domain far off-resonant from the F0 = 2 → F = 4
resonance the emitted radiation undergoes a sequence of
scattering on the Autler-Townes resonance structure. In
the optically thick system part of the light escapes the
sample via the inverse anti-Stokes scattering channel and
part via the elastic channel. Because of the polarization
anisotropy of the entire process in the dense system the
scattered radiation is spatially redistributed and emerges
the sample preferably in the direction orthogonal to the
control mode polarization. When the control mode scans
the vicinity of the F0 = 2 → F = 4 transition it stim-
ulates Raman amplification of the trapped light, which
can be seen in both the elastic and inelastic channels.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Intensity of the light scattered at the
angle θ = 00 [Fig. 2]. The control mode frequency is scanned
near the F0 = 2 → F = 4 forbidden transition such that
∆c = ωc−ω42−∆L, where ∆L is the light shift of level F0 = 2
induced by this mode. The scattered intensity (number of
photons) is given by Eq. (2.2) calculated for the same driving
field parameters as in Fig. 5. The curve thickness in the plot-
ted graphs is associated with optical thickness changed from
lower to higher values b0 = 1, 5, 10, 15, 20. For this observa-
tion angle only elastic scattering contributes to the emitted
intensity.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Same as Fig. 7 but for the observa-
tion angle θ = 450. The lower panel shows the contribution
of the inverse anti-Stokes scattering, the middle panel is the
contribution of elastic scattering, and the upper panel gives
the sum for both the channels. The curve thickness in the
plotted graphs is associated with optical thickness changed
from lower to higher values b0 = 1, 5, 10, 15, 20.
For the specific observation angle θ = 00, for which there
is no direct scattering on the Autler-Townes resonance,
we can clearly observe Raman-stimulated amplification
of light diffusion via the elastic channel, see Fig. 7. But
in the general case the trapped light can be converted
into light emission at the frequency of the incident mode
and this emission has a signature of the stimulated Ra-
man amplification as well. Let us point out here that
in our simulations we ignored contribution of the direct
Rayleigh scattering of the control mode which would give
a flat background to all the plotted dependencies.
Summarizing the results of our Monte-Carlo simula-
tions we have demonstrated that the Raman-stimulated
amplification of the light trapped on the closed F0 =
3 → F = 4 transition is strongly affected by the losses
via the inverse anti-Stokes scattering channel. This pro-
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Same as Fig. 8 but for the observation
angle θ = 900.
cess counteracts the lasing mechanism but enhances the
overall emission associated with the redistribution of the
control light via all the scattering channels.
C. Towards the instability conditions
The above calculations were presented for the situa-
tion when only a small number of atoms are repopulated
onto the pump level F0 = 2. That allowed us to make a
detailed Monte Carlo simulations of the randomized Ra-
man process with keeping all the contributing orders of
the multiple scattering. Such a configuration is evidently
not optimal in order to approach the instability point
and visualize the random lasing effect, which in our case
would mean divergence of the iterative scheme applied to
the Bethe-Salpeter equation. The sufficient condition for
the instability poses that the length of losses lls, given
by Eq. (3.4), should be negative and transformed to a
gain length. The simplest way to reach this regime is to
provide a population inversion in the dielectric suscepti-
bility given by Eq. (A8). But that would be difficult to
do with coherent microwave coupling and there are other
possibilities, which could help to reduce the problem with
light losses.
If the atomic sample is dense enough to contain more
than one atom in the volume scaled by the radiative
wavelength then the near field interaction and coopera-
tive dipole dynamics could enhance the effective coupling
with the emitted modes. As known from recent studies of
highly disordered three dimensional atomic systems such
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effects crucially modify the light transport dynamics, see
[30, 31]. In certain conditions the effective coupling with
the populated sublevels could demonstrate a signature of
cavity behavior for the trapped light. In this case the
spontaneous Raman scattering would emit the photons
in the sample and the effective coupling strength for this
process would be enhanced because of the local field ef-
fects. Further amplification of the spontaneously emitted
light would be supported by the presence of a local ran-
dom cavity built with the atomic local environment and
the entire process could attain the lasing threshold. Note
that such cooperative scattering effect are included in the
random-laser theory of Goetschy and Skipetrov [32]. Let
us also point out that diverging regimes in a simulation
of elastic multiple scattering on Rayleigh particles were
discussed many years ago in [33].
There is another possibility to eliminate the losses via
preparing spatially-inhomogeneous energy structure and
population distribution of the hyperfine sublevels in the
atomic ensemble. A relevant experimental design has
been recently proposed in M. Havey [34] and implies the
idea of controllable light shift of only one hyperfine en-
ergy level for the atoms located in a spatially selected
cylindrical volume inside the cloud. If in our case we as-
sumed the level F0 = 2 as light shifted and organized the
population inversion for all the atoms in the selected vol-
ume onto this level (for example, with pi-type microwave
pulse) then these atoms could form an active medium for
the photon emission. Indeed, as follows from the transi-
tion scheme [Fig. 1], the control mode would create the
photon emission on F = 4 → F0 = 3 only for the atoms
inside the selected volume and the interaction would be
off-resonant with both the microwave and control fields
for the other atoms of the ensemble. Then the atoms
outside of the active volume would trap the emitted light
and play the role of a soft cavity redirecting the light
in a quasi one-dimensional propagation channel associ-
ated with that volume. That could lead to instability
if each spontaneously emitted photon would have a dif-
fusion path long enough for stimulation of extra photon
emission while it propagates through the channel.
IV. SUMMARY
In the paper we considered the Raman process devel-
oping in the D2 hyperfine manifold of alkali-metal atom
and initiated by simultaneous action of linearly polar-
ized coherent optical and microwave modes in conditions
such that the emitted light is trapped by multiple scat-
tering in the atomic medium. Initial coherent excitation
can initiate only incoherent Raman emission because the
direct coherent three-wave conversion of the driving opti-
cal and microwave modes is forbidden by the considered
symmetry of the Lambda-type transition . The light fre-
quency of the spontaneously emitted mode is tuned res-
onantly to the closed F0max → Fmax transition (which
is F0 = 3 → F = 4 in our calculations for 85Rb) such
that the emitted light is expected to be trapped by the
medium via a diffusion process due to elastic scattering.
However we obtained that its diffusion propagation is also
strongly affected by inelastic inverse anti-Stokes scatter-
ing on the Autler-Townes resonance created by the con-
trol optical mode, which induces leakage from any elastic
propagation channel.
Our Monte-Carlo simulations of the entire process in
various conditions demonstrates some specificity in the
light transport behavior. There is a narrow spectral win-
dow where the presence of the microwave mode elimi-
nates the Lambda-coupling of the diffused light with the
control mode and yields only elastic light diffusion via its
successive scattering on the closed transition. But in gen-
eral situation the trapped light can additionally stimulate
the Raman emission inside the sample via the Lambda-
coupling and the initiated process of Raman amplifica-
tion is stronger as more atoms are repopulated in the
F0min hyperfine sublevel of the ground state (F0 = 2 in
the case of 85Rb). As we did not enter the regime of large
gain (negative lls) the losses associated with the scatter-
ing on the Autler-Townes resonance counteract the ap-
proach to the random lasing threshold.
Nevertheless we have pointed out possible modifica-
tions of the considered scheme towards the conditions
where the amplification process could attain the insta-
bility point and be transformed to the random lasing
regime. As we expect, this could be achieved in a dense
and highly disordered atomic system with spatially in-
homogeneous energy structure and distribution of atoms
over the hyperfine sublevels. In some specific configu-
rations the local field effects could enhance the atomic
interaction with the trapped modes or it could be possi-
ble to spatially separate the process of light amplification
from its diffusion dynamics.
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Appendix A: Photon propagator
1. Definition
If a weak coherent mode propagates through the
atomic sample its amplitude is modified in accordance
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with the following graph equation
〈Aˆ(+)µ (r, t)〉 =
〈
S†T
(
SAˆ(0,+)µ (r, t)
)〉
⇒
(A1)
The self-energy part of this diagram performs the
retarded-type polarization operator, and the internal
double lines express the “dressed” atomic propagators,
which have accumulated all the interaction processes.
Each vertex has either positive or negative sign, depend-
ing on the interaction terms from either expansion of S†
(pointed by “+”) or S (pointed by “-”). The graph equa-
tion encodes the macroscopic wave equation for the probe
propagating in the bulk medium. The fundamental solu-
tion of equation (A1) performs the retarded-type Green’s
function (photon propagator), which was formally de-
fined by Eq. (2.6).
For the stationary conditions the retarded-type prop-
agator (2.6) depends only on the difference of its time
arguments τ = t1 − t2 > 0. Then it can be equivalently
introduced by its Fourier transform
D(R)µ1µ2(r1, r2;ω) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ eiωτ D(R)µ1µ2;+(r1, r2; τ), (A2)
which is considered for ω > 0, i.e., for its positive fre-
quency part. This function performs the fundamental
solution of the following macroscopic wave equation[
△1 + ω
2
c2
]
D(R)µ1µ2(r1, r2;ω)
+
∑
µ
∫
d3r P(R)µ1µ(r1, r;ω)D(R)µµ2(r, r2;ω)
= 4pih δ⊥µ1µ2(r1 − r2), (A3)
where the transverse projection of the polarization oper-
ator, entering the Dyson equation, can be expressed by
the dielectric susceptibility of the medium via the follow-
ing integral relation
P(R)µ1µ(r1, r;ω) = 4pi
ω2
c2
∑
µ′µ′′
∫
d3r′ δ⊥µ1µ′(r1 − r′)
×χµ′µ′′(r′, ω) δ⊥µ′′µ(r′ − r) (A4)
where
δ⊥µµ′(r− r′) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
[
δµµ′ − kµkµ
′
k2
]
eik·(r−r
′)
= δµµ′δ(r− r′) + 1
4pi
∂2
∂xµ∂xµ′
1
|r− r′| (A5)
and the same transverse delta function contributes in the
r.h.s. of the basic equation (A3).
2. The dielectric susceptibility
The dielectric susceptibility of the medium can be in-
troduced by the Kubo formula [35]
χµµ′(r, t; r
′, t′) =
i
h¯
〈[Pµ(r, t), Pµ′ (r′, t′)]〉 θ(t− t′), (A6)
where Pµ(r, t) is the local polarization of the sample given
by the microscopic distribution of the atomic dipole mo-
ments. For motionless system of atomic dipoles in sta-
tionary conditions and for spatially inhomogeneous con-
figuration the susceptibility can be factorized in the fol-
lowing product
χµµ′(r, t; r
′, t′) = χµµ′(r; t− t′) δ(r− r′). (A7)
Here the presence of the δ-function indicates that spa-
tial dispersion vanishes for motionless point-like dipole
system. The retarded-type polarization operator, given
by its diagram definition [Eq. (A1)], shows that the sus-
ceptibility χµµ′(r; t − t′) can be expanded as a product
of the atomic Green’s functions of the ground and ex-
cited states. In turn the dynamics of the atomic Green’s
function consists of two mechanisms: 1) either slow vari-
ation of the density matrix in time with approaching the
steady state level; 2) their degradation as a function of
τ = t − t′ in accordance with the quantum regression
theorem [36]. The latter is performed by the retarded
and advanced atomic Green’s functions of the upper and
ground states, which contribute in the graph representa-
tion of the polarization operator.
After Fourier transformation the susceptibility tensor
is given by
χµµ′(r, ω) =
i
h¯
∑
m,m′
∑
n,n′
n0(r) (dµ)mn (dµ′)n′m′
×
[∑
m′′
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
2pih¯
G(R)nn′ (E)ρ¯m′m′′G(A)m′′m(E − h¯ω)
−
∑
n′′
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
2pih¯
G(R)nn′′ (E)ρ¯n′′n′G(A)m′m(E − h¯ω)
]
,(A8)
where we introduced the local density of atoms n0(r) at
point r and steady state components of the density ma-
trix for the ground state ρ¯m′m′′ (both indices belong to
the same F0 = 3 hyperfine sublevel) and for the excited
states ρ¯n′′n′ (where n
′′ and n′ can be any allowed sub-
states of the upper level hyperfine manifold).
The derived expression (A8) is quite general and in-
corporates all the nonlinear “dressing” corrections as-
sociated with the control and microwave modes in
the retarded-type G(R)nn′ (E) and advanced-type G(A)m′m(E)
atomic propagators. But it ignores any nonlinear contri-
butions associated with the weak probe mode. The most
valuable is that the susceptibility tensor is expressed in
a form where density matrix elements can be indepen-
dently calculated via Bloch-type master equations (see
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appendix C), but they also can be considered as external
parameters affecting the process of light transport.
The crucial elements in Eq. (A8) are the atomic prop-
agators. For the excitation scheme described in sec-
tion IIA, where both control and microwave modes have
the same linear polarization, these propagators can be
found in a closed analytical form. Their diagram analysis
and evaluation includes subsequent ”dressing” by spon-
taneous decay and by coherent coupling with control and
microwave modes. The retarded-type atomic propagator
has the graph definition given by the difference of the
T -ordered and N -ordered products of the atomic second
quantized operators and obeys the following Dyson equa-
tion
(A9)
where its self-energy part is given by
(A10)
Here the first contribution is responsible for the standard
spontaneous decay, other terms express the interactions
with the control field and the dashed arrow-ended lines
show coupling of the upper states with the ground state
sublevel F0 = 2. In these diagrams the internal solid
lines perform the Green’s functions of the atomic states
belonging level F0 = 2 and dressed by the interaction
with the microwave mode only. Both the atomic line
contributed into the second and third term of (A10) can
be incorporated into a retarded-type atomic propagator,
which obeys the following Dyson equation
(A11)
which self-energy part includes only interaction with the
microwave mode
(A12)
where the thin arrow-ended lines indicate the coupling of
the ground state hyperfine sublevels via the microwave
mode. The self-energy part of the latter equation con-
tains only undisturbed vacuum atomic lines, such that its
solution can be found in analytical form. The obtained
result should be substituted into the self-energy block of
(A10) and then transform the Dyson equation (A9) to
the closed and solvable form.
Further derivation is quite straightforward and omit-
ting its details we show here the final result only. Prop-
agator G(R)nn′ (E) can be found as solution of the following
system of algebraic equations
[
E − En + ih¯γ
2
]
G(R)nn′ (E) −
∑
n′′
Vnm˜V
∗
n′′m˜
×
{
E − h¯ωc − Em˜ − |Umm˜|
2
E − h¯(ωc − Ω)− Em + i0
}−1
× G(R)n′′n′(E) = h¯ δnn′ , (A13)
where Vnm˜ and Vn′′m˜ are the matrix elements of interac-
tion with the control mode, En is the energy of the upper
state, γ is its spontaneous decay rate, ωc is the frequency
of the control mode and Ω is the microwave frequency.
For linearly polarized driving light, in accordance with
the selection rules for the transition matrix elements, any
excited state |n〉, |n′′〉 contributing in these equations can
be coupled only to one specific Zeeman state |m˜〉 belong-
ing to the ground state hyperfine sublevel F0 = 2. In
turn, for the interaction with the linearly polarized mi-
crowave field, described by its matrix elements Umm˜, the
state |m˜〉 can be coupled only with one specific Zeeman
state |m〉 belonging to the hyperfine sublevel F0 = 3.
The ground state advanced-type propagator G(A)m′m(E)
can be similarly calculated and is given by
G(A)m′m(E) = δm′m h¯
{
E − Em − |Umm˜|2
[
E − h¯Ω− Em˜
−
∑
n
|Vnm˜|2
E + h¯(ωc − Ω)− En − ih¯γ/2
]−1

−1
(A14)
and has diagonal structure.
3. The radiation zone asymptote
The solution of equation (A3) physically describes
the radiation response generated by a point-like atomic
dipole, which is considered as a wave source. Attenuation
of the scattered spherical wave is scaled by the extinction
length l0, which in a dilute system is always much longer
than the wavelength λ. Thus for practical applications it
is enough to find a long distant (radiation zone) asymp-
tote for D(R)µ1µ2(r1, r2;ω) when |r1 − r2| ∼ l0 ≫ λ. This
can be done with the phase integral technique.
The relevant distribution volume in the integral over
r in Eq. (A3) is in a small vicinity around the point r1,
which can be bounded by a box of a few λ. The atomic
density distribution as well as the sample susceptibility
can be considered as homogeneous functions inside this
volume. That allows the Green’s function to be factorized
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in the product
D(R)µ1µ2(r1, r2;ω) ≈ −h¯Xµ1µ2(r1, r2;ω)
exp [ik|r1 − r2|]
|r1 − r2| ,
(A15)
where the slow varying amplitude Xµ1µ2(r1, r2;ω) obeys
the following differential equation
∂
∂z1
Xµ1µ2(r1, r2;ω) =
2piiω
c
∑
µ
χµ1µ(r1, ω)Xµµ2(r1, r2;ω)
Xµ1µ2(r1, r2;ω) → δ⊥µ1µ2 at r1 → r2 (A16)
This equation is written in a special reference frame
where the z-axis is directed along the ray from point r2
to point r1. In the radiation zone the ray can be as-
sociated with the locally plane wave with the wave vec-
tor k = k(r1 − r2)/|r1 − r2|. In turn the polarization
components µ1, µ2, µ belong to the plane x, y, which is
transverse to the propagation direction. The Kronecker
symbol δ⊥µ1µ2 is now transverse in the real (not reciprocal)
space. Thus the equation (A16) describes the transfor-
mation of the complex amplitude of a light plane wave
propagating in the space from point r2 to point r1.
The dielectric susceptibility tensor contributes to
Eq. (A16) by its projection onto the wavefront x, y-plane.
Because the helicity convention is more preferable for
such frame it is more natural to define the susceptibility
components in the angular momentum basis set. This
can be done by the following basis expansion e0 = ez,
e±1 = ∓(ex ± iey)/
√
2 with respect to the Cartesian
components and it requires co/contravariant notation in
definition of the tensors indices [37]. Let us denote the
transverse components of the susceptibility tensor in the
angular momentum representation as χ˜q1
q2(. . .), where
q1, q2 = ±1. In the considered case, when the suscepti-
bility tensor in its main frame is described by two major
components [Eq. (3.1)], the required transformation is
given by
χ˜+1
+1(r, ω) = χ˜−1
−1(r, ω)
=
1 + cos2 β
2
χ⊥(r, ω) +
sin2 β
2
χ‖(r, ω),
χ˜∓1
±1(r, ω) = e±2iγ
sin2 β
2
[
χ⊥(r, ω)− χ‖(r, ω)
]
,(A17)
where α (not contributing), β, γ are the standard Euler
angles describing the rotational transformation from the
X,Y, Z main frame to the x, y, z frame associated with a
light ray.
Then χ˜q1
q2(. . .) is a 2×2 matrix which can be expanded
in the set of Pauli matrices −→σ = (σx, σy, σz) as follows
χ˜q1
q2(r, ω) = χ0(r, ω)δq1
q2 + (−→χ (r, ω) · −→σ )q1 q2 (A18)
We conventionally subscribe the Pauli matrices by
“x, y, z” indices (in Roman style) and this symbolic vec-
tor notation should not be confused with the Cartesian
frame notation. In this expansion the upper row and left
column of Pauli matrices are associated with the +1 in-
dex and the respective lower row and right column with
the −1 index. The expansion coefficients χ0(r, ω) and−→χ (r, ω) can be found for each particular tensor of the
dielectric susceptibility via the above rotational transfor-
mation from laboratory to the local reference frame. In
the considered case they are given by
χ0(r, ω) =
1 + cos2 β
2
χ⊥(r, ω) +
sin2 β
2
χ‖(r, ω),
χx(r, ω) = cos 2γ
sin2 β
2
[
χ⊥(r, ω)− χ‖(r, ω)
]
,
χy(r, ω) = sin 2γ
sin2 β
2
[
χ⊥(r, ω)− χ‖(r, ω)
]
,
χz(r, ω) = 0, (A19)
where the major components are specified by Eq. (3.1).
Then the solution of equation (A16) can be expressed
by the above parameters. Let us enumerate the polariza-
tion components µ1, µ2 by 1 (x-axis) and 2 (y-axis), then
the solution is given by
X11(r2, r1;ω) = e
iφ0(r2,r1) [cosφ(r2, r1)− i sinφ(r2, r1)nx] ,
X22(r2, r1;ω) = e
iφ0(r2,r1) [cosφ(r2, r1) + i sinφ(r2, r1)nx] ,
X12(r2, r1;ω) = e
iφ0(r2,r1) i sinφ(r2, r1) (ny + i nz) ,
X21(r2, r1;ω) = e
iφ0(r2,r1) i sinφ(r2, r1) (ny − i nz) , (A20)
where
φ0(r2, r1) =
2piω
c
∫ r2
r1
χ0(r, ω)ds,
φ(r2, r1) =
2piω
c
∫
r2
r1
χ(r, ω)ds, (A21)
performs the phase integrals along the ray s linking the
points r1 and r2 such that r = r(s) in the integrand.
In these integrals χ(r, ω) is the complex “length” of the
symbolic vector −→χ (r, ω) and −→n (ω) is its complex “direc-
tor”, which are given by
χ2(r, ω) = χ2x(r, ω) + χ
2
y(r, ω) + χ
2
z(r, ω)
−→n = −→n (ω) = −→χ (r, ω)/χ(r, ω). (A22)
We additionally assume (and it is a crucial point of the
derivation) that the atomic polarization is homogeneous
along the atomic sample such that the “director” −→n (ω)
is conservative (does not depend on r) along the path in
the phase integrals representation of the Green’s func-
tion [Eqs. (A15,A20)]. That is a relevant approximation
in many applications and it generally assumes that the
principle directions of the dielectric susceptibility tensor
are conserving on a spatial distance scaled by the extinc-
tion length lex.
The asymptotic behavior of the advanced-type photon
propagator D(A)µ1µ2(r1, r2;ω) is given by complex conju-
gation and matrix transpose of expression (A15) for the
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retarded-type propagator. In accordance with the discus-
sion in section IIA, the knowledge of the photon propa-
gators gives us the needed mathematical tool for further
Monte-Carlo simulations of the scattered wave dynamics
in a disordered atomic gas [Eq. (2.5)].
Appendix B: Bethe-Salpeter equation in analytical
form
In accordance with the arguments presented in the
main text, see section III B the pumping process initi-
ated by the spontaneous Raman emission is expressed
by the same diagram as amplification term in the imag-
inary part of self-energy operator for the retarded-type
photon propagator. In analytical form the correlation
function of the light source is given by the following con-
volution/matrix transform
D
(S)
11′ (ω)∝ D(R)12 (ω)∗
[
χ(>)(ω)− χ(<)(ω)
]
22′
∗D(A)2′1′(ω),
(B1)
where asterisks denote here and below the integral over
spatial (if necessary) and sum over polarization variables.
For the sake of simplicity we incorporated all the no-
tation details into the numerical arguments such that
1 ≡ µ1, r1, . . . etc. The advanced-type photon propagator
is expressed by hermitian conjugation of the retarded-
type propagator such that D(A)2′1 = D(R)∗12′ . The sign of
proportionality in transformation (B1) indicates any re-
quired factors associated with relevant scaling and geom-
etry.
The internal part in Eq.(B1) can be extracted from
the expression for the susceptibility tensor (A8). If the
upper vertex in the source diagram of graph equation
(2.5) advances the lower vertex than we have
χ
(>)
µµ′ (r, ω) = −
i
h¯
∑
m,m′
∑
n,n′
n0(r) (dµ)mn (dµ′)n′m′
×
∑
n′′
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
2pih¯
G(R)nn′′(E)ρ¯n′′n′G(A)m′m(E − h¯ω) (B2)
and in alternative situation when the upper vertex re-
tards the lower one we have
χ
(<)
µµ′ (r, ω) =
i
h¯
∑
m,m′
∑
n,n′
n0(r) (dµ)mn (dµ′)n′m′
×
∑
n′′
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
2pih¯
ρ¯nn′′G(A)n′′n′(E)G(R)m′m(E − h¯ω).(B3)
The anti-hermitian part of these terms (considered as
operators in atomic subspace) defines the rate of local
spontaneous Raman emission at frequency ω. The den-
sity matrix components of the upper state for F = 3, 2
accumulate the dynamics of the excitation process of the
atoms from the ground state F0 = 2 and can be calcu-
lated as a steady state solution of the relevant kinetic
master equation. The mean frequency of the emitted
photons coincides with the frequency of the F0 = 3 →
F = 4 closed transition but the photons are spectrally
distributed in the vicinity of their carrier frequency be-
cause of the instability of the atomic energy levels. The
spectrum is mainly broadened by the ”dressing” of level
F0 = 2 by the control mode, similar to Autler-Townes
resonance feature shown in inset of figure 3.
As a zero-order calculation step we keep the above Ra-
man emission distributed inside the atomic sample such
that D
(S)
11′ ≡ D(0)11′ . We indicate it as zero-order in the
multiple scattering series associated with the trapping
mechanism. Then in the first order correction we have
to add the light undergone a single scattering event and
the kernel block of equation (2.5) generates the following
term
D
(1)
11′(ω) ∝
∑
m2=m
′
2
∈F0=2,3
∑
m3,m
′
3
∈F0=3
ρ¯m3,m′3
D(R)12 (ω)∗α23(ω)∗D(0)33′(ω)∗α†3′2′ ∗D(A)2′1′(ω). (B4)
In dependence down which final state atom decays ei-
ther F0 = 3 or F0 = 2 this correlation function con-
tributes into either the elastic Rayleigh trapping chan-
nel or inverse anti-Stokes scattering channel. The elas-
tic singly scattered part then can be substituted in the
kernel block again and generate the secondary scattered
wave etc. This iteration process is rapidly converging for
the number of scattering orders comparable with optical
depth of the sample.
The crucial assumption, which we made, requires that
the background state F0 = 3 is considered in our calcu-
lation scheme as approximately stable such that all the
multiply scattered terms preserve and transfer the origi-
nal frequency generated by the source term. The steady
state components of the density matrix ρ¯m3,m′3 are driven
by the control and microwave modes and used as external
parameters in this part of our calculations. The scatter-
ing tensors α23 and its hermitian conjugated counterpart
α†3′2′ in Eq.(A21) belong to the same scatterer and we
neglect any possible interference paths. Light amplifi-
cation is presented by the spontaneous Raman emission
contributed into retarded and advanced photon propa-
gators as explained in appendix A. For positive losses
l−1ls (ω) > 0, see definition (3.4), the iterative series is al-
ways converging, which is demonstrated by our numerical
simulations.
Appendix C: Dynamics of the atomic subsystem
The single particle density matrix ρˆ = ρˆ(t) describing
the dynamics of an arbitrary atom driven by external
fields obeys the following Lindblad-type master equation
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written in the operator form
˙ˆρ(t) = − i
h¯
[
Hˆ0, ρˆ(t)
]
− i
h¯
[
Vˆ (t), ρˆ(t)
]
− i
h¯
[
Uˆ(t), ρˆ(t)
]
+ Rˆρˆ(t). (C1)
Here the first term is responsible for free dynamics of
the atom driven by its internal Hamiltonian Hˆ0 and the
second and third terms describe the interactions with ex-
ternal fields. The interaction operators are given in the
rotating wave approximation by
Vˆ (t) = −dˆ(−)E0 e−iωct+ikcr − dˆ(+)E∗0 eiωct−ikcr,
Uˆ(t) = −mˆ(−)H0 e−iΩt − mˆ(+)H∗0 eiΩt, (C2)
where dˆ(∓) and mˆ(∓) are the rising/lowering components
of the electric dipole and magnetic dipole operators; E0
and H0 are the complex amplitudes of the electric and
magnetic fields respectively. In the case of the microwave
field we can ignore its spatial profile since its wavelength
is typically much longer than the size of the atomic cloud.
In the case of linear polarizations for both fields in direc-
tion along the Z-axis the interaction matrix elements are
defined as follows,
Vnm˜ = (dz)nm˜E0,
Umm˜ = (mz)mm˜H0, (C3)
where we follow our convention and specify by n, n′, . . .
any upper states and by m,m′, . . . any ground states. If,
as in matrix elements (C3), we need to distinguish the
ground states belonging to different hyperfine sublevels
we additionally overscribe by tilde the states belonging
to the lower sublevel F0 = 2.
The spontaneous radiative decay of the upper states
and of the optical coherences contributes in Eq.(C1) by
the following relaxation terms(
Rˆρˆ(t)
)
nn′
= −γ ρˆnn′(t),(
Rˆρˆ(t)
)
nm
= −γ
2
ρˆnm(t), (C4)
where γ is the natural radiative decay rate. The optical
pumping repopulation process providing the atomic po-
larization transfer from the upper to the ground state via
spontaneous decay is described by the following income-
type term
(
Rˆρˆ(t)
)
m′m
= γ
∑
n′n
ρn′n(t)
∑
q
CF
′M ′
F ′
0
M ′
0
1qC
FM
F0M01q
×(−)F0−F ′0 [(2F ′0 + 1)(2F0 + 1)]1/2 (2J + 1)
×
{
S I F ′0
F ′ 1 J
}{
S I F0
F 1 J
}
(C5)
where m = F0,M0, m
′ = F ′0,M
′
0 and n = F,M , n
′ =
F ′,M ′. Other quantum numbers specifying the atomic
states in (C5) are S = 1/2, I = 5/2 and J = 3/2, the
electronic spin, nuclear spin and total electronic angular
momentum of the upper state respectively. We follow
the definitions of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and 6j-
symbols from [37].
If the excitation of the atomic subsystem is weak such
that the initial equally populated Zeeman states for the
hyperfine sublevel F0 = 3 are only slightly perturbed
by the external fields, then we can make an analyti-
cal estimate for the first order deviation of the steady
state density matrix from its initial distribution ρ
(0)
mm =
(2F0+1)
−1. But in the general case the system (C1) can
be solved only numerically and the steady state compo-
nents of the density matrix can be further used as exter-
nal parameters in evaluation of the susceptibility tensor
(A8).
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